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MEMORANDUM

TO: CSKT Negotiating Team;Jay Weiner, Susan Cottingham, Sonja Hoeglund, Bill
Greiman, Stan Jones, CSKT Files

FROM: Joan Specking
RE: September25,2008 CSKTNegotiating Session,Tribal Council Chambers, Pablo
DATE: September 25,2008

Chairman: Chris Tweeten

Agenda (Attachment 1)

1. Opening Prayer
Opening Prayers are not recorded.

2. Introductions

See sign-in sheet (Attachment 2)

3. Opening Statements

Chris Tweeten asked for openingstatements from the parties. ChairmanJames Steele thanked
the state and federal parties for their participation; also noted he appreciatedpublic appreciation
and the beautiful day that they have.

Duane Mecham thanked Chris and said they look forward to discussions today with activities on
manyfronts and they will havea presentation focusing on Columbia Basin issuesand will give
an overview designed for the entireaudience and before the questionand answer period they will
talk about some other technical matters... .Several of the federal people, including Rich Aldrich,
were attending. (HARD TO HEAR).

Chris said from the Stateperspective he hoped it would be a goodmeetingfor the purpose of
negotiating and. His intention is to go through and demonstrate some of the technical issues they
are working on and Duanewill talk aboutHungry Horseand irrigation projectsand Jay will talk
about the unitary managementproposal. They have received some feed back from the other state
agencies and they will go through that; Jay alsohas a diagram kindofputs it in perspective as to
where they stand now and shows the relationship between all the issues that remainto be settled
for a compact to be put together. He asked Duane if they could move agenda item 5 on Hungry
Horse to be the next item on the agenda.

5. Review of Hungry Horse Issues

Duane brought severalhandouts (Attachment 3) and used a monitorto illustrate his
presentation. He did not have enough handouts for everyone so he askedpeople to share. They
have addressed1, or at least acknowledged that a key issue to work through is their evaluation of
whetherHungry Horse can serveas a waterresource for resolving the water right claimsthat
they are negotiating. They initiated lastfall a process that is nowbearing fruit- theyasked the
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BOR to evaluate using Hungry Horse to about 100,000 AF to be brought into the Reservation;
this would allow other sources on other parts of the Reservation to be used for instream flows
and to shore up existing agriculture/irrigation. No one has endorsed any of the proposals, in fact
there isn't really a proposal. They see this as an evaluation as to whetherthis can be a source for
the settlements. Wendy Christianson is working closely with BOR staff and the BOR and other
parties had a conference call last weekwhere the modelingexercisewas discussed. They are
hopeful that tney can be prepared for next month's meeting to share in detail that modeling
exercise. Today he wants to start in general terms and talk through the evaluation of Hungry
Horse. Obviously, Hungry Horse is in Montanaand at the same time is part of the Columbia
Basin. (A map was put up - Attachment 3) Congress in 1902 authorized the Reclamation Act
and under that Act the Secretary of the Interior had the authority to go throughout the West,
initiate and build Reclamationprojectsprimarilyfor irrigation. As time went on it became
apparentthat these projectscouldalso servemunicipal needsand flood controlneeds. At the
same time projects became more expensive andharder forthe costs to be recouped by the federal
government fromthe project beneficiaries. Beginning in the 1930s Congress took backsome of
that power and said if you wantnew projects Congress needed to approve them. One handout is a
compilation of Congressional authorizations for Hungary Horse. (Attachment 4). Thoseare for
reference. On the first page, which is the initial authorization for Hungry Horse, about halfway
through the first paragraph it states "for the purpose of irrigationand reclamationof arid lands;
for con trolling floods and improving navigation, regulating the flow of the South Fork of the
Flathead River, for the generation of electric energy, and for other beneficial uses primarily in
the State of Montana but also in downstream areas, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized and
directed to proceed as soonas practicable with the construction, operation and maintenance of
the proposed Hungry Horse dam...." Withthose magic wordsReclamation and the Interior
Department had the authority to go forward and construct the dam, which of course they did.
Note there were several purposes, but in particular though, the language regarding the states,
"... .beneficial uses primarily in the StateofMontana but also in downstreamareas..." A big
componentof Hungry Horse operations is flood control and also power generation. Floodcontrol
benefits accrue all the way down the river to Portland from Hungry Horse and that certainly is
one of the benefits Congress was contemplatingwhen it authorized this project and indicated that
there would be downstream benefits from Hungry Horse. The other parts of those authorizations
direct that the project is to be administered under Reclamation Laws; that's a series of laws -
some are general and somespecific to projects - but all of them put Reclamation projects 1)
under State law authorizations for waterrights and 2) hydropower generationfrom those dams is
soldin the regions andCongress recoups many of the costs of those projects through hydropower
sales; The chart for Hungry Horse shows it has about3 million usable storage acre feet
(Attachment 5) and it shows information aboutthe amount of hydro-electric powergeneration
that can be provided from Hungry Horse. He thought it would be helpful to havethat information
about HungryHorse and about someof the other dams in the region. Congress, under
Reclamation Laws...the standard way to have access to the waters by entering intocontract with
Reclamation. To date there has been no entity that has entered into a contract with Reclamation
to use stored water at Hungry Horse. Nonetheless, that does not mean the project stays empty
until someonedecides they want a contract for someof the water. The project has been operated
for benefits, historically for hydropower as he mentioned, and flood control and more recently,
Hungry Horse has beenbrought into the Columbia Basin as themanagement of all federal dams,
both Corp of Engineering and Reclamation damswith salmon fishing benefits. He talked about



Reclamation's role in managing Hungry Horse and referred to the map. Hungry Horse is at the
very head of the basin coming down throughFlatheadand through Kerr Dam so they already
have some issues associated with the management of coordinating those two facilities operations.
Jumping to the broader basin, he showed the Corp of Engineer dams and there is a series of dams
that are licensed by Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and are private dams primarily for
hydropower. The BOR has two large dams in the ColumbiaBasin: Grand Coulee and Hungry
Horse. In addition, on the Snake River, tributary to the Columbia, are several Reclamation dams
and large Reclamation projects. They probablywon't have time to touch much on those but they
are an important component to mis whole picture.

Starting in the 1930s, Congressestablished a new agency called the Bonneville Power
Administration. That agency was directed to market and distribute federal power from the large
federal hydropower facilities. So now there are three federal agencies: Reclamation; the Corp,
which built most of these dams on the mainstem of the Columbia and the lower Snake River; and
Bonneville Power which markets the power generated at Corp and Reclamation facilities.
Beginning in the 1950s those three agencies decided they would operate Hungry Horse,Libby in
Montana; Dworshak in Idaho, and all the federal dams in Washington and along the Snake and
Columbia near the border of Oregon. There are about 13 dams total that are managed as one unit
called the federal ColumbiaRiver PowerSystem. That allowed better federal flood control
coordination and better hydropower coordination and generation. The three agencies have a long
history ofworking together operatingthose facilities, again includingHungry Horse. In the early
1990s, after several decades of the three agencies running those facilities jointly, Congress
understood that there were problems on the mainstem Columbia and Shake Rivers for
anadromous fish* primarily passage upstream and downstream past Corp of Engineer dams.
Those Corp of Engineer dams were builtwith fish passage. There are four on the mainstemand
four on the lower Shake. Up here at Grand Coulee and Chief Joseph fish passage is blocked. But
for the basin, primarily, the Snake Riverup to Hells Canyon, SalmonRiver and Clearwater River
in Idaho; all of the mainstem Columbia River up to Grand Coulee; tributaries such as Yakima,
Walla Walla, Umatilla, still had anadromous fish runs but through the 1980s those were
diminishing and Congress in 1980passed authorization for BPA to use some of the money
collected from rate payers to help mitigatethe impactsof the dams to assist with the restoration
of some of these fish runs. That funding is substantial and has been greatly increased in the past
few years. The key point there is that BPA,with this new authority, sought to improve fish runs
in a way that they would not be listedunder the Endangered SpeciesAct. This did not quite
work. In the early 1990spetitionsfrom Indian tribes were submitted to NOAA Fisheries,
bringing in the Endangered Species Actwhich brings in anotherwhole set of issues. NOAA
Fisheries, headquartered in Seattle, concluded that several of me fish runs on the Columbia and
Snakewere in such a depleted state that they did require to be listed under the ESA. He saidhe
wouldtalk through quickly the implications of that. He had mentioned the Corp, Bonneville and
Reclamation coming to collective running of the hydropowerdams in the Columbia system.
When the fish were listed by NOAA Fisheries* several federal requirements kicked in. One key
one is in section 7 of the ESA and it states that a federal agency cannot jeopardize the continued
existence of a species that has been listed for protectionunder the ESA. What dbes that mean?
Theyhave two decades of experience dealing withthat language in that section. It was designed
to, when the ESA was first passed, it was designed to ... .thethought process Congress had was
.. .they had federal agencies out therebuilding new dams, buildingnew roads, they are



constructing new highways.. .let's as they go forward and deal with their new projects, have
them make sure they do those new projects in a way that doesn't impede the recovery ofthese
listed species. But the statutehas been applied to new projects or new activities like a new
timber harvest but it's also going to apply to the ongoing operations, federal projects like
hydropower or irrigationfacilities. So that means even though the dams were built well before
the passage of the ESA, Reclamation andthe Corp as they operatethese dams the agencies have
to comply with section 7. To do that, beginning in the early 1990s,NOAA Fisheries and the
three agencies initiated consultati6ns. These consultations, designed to come up with a plan
usually called a Biological Opinion - and to get a comprehensive look the parties agreed that
they would consult on the operationof all 13 of the federal Columbia River Power Systemdams.
They evaluated the effects of all those dams as one collectiveoperation. That meant there was a
hard look at what the operations did and what could be improved to assist the survival and
recovery of 8 or 9 or even more listed salmonor steelhead runs in the Columbia. The primary
way that was done was to look at two things: 1) How can they get the fish up and down the river
past the Corp of Engineer dams. Fish passage became a huge issue and an extensive issue
because one of the key ways to get juvenile fish past the dams was to allow them to go over the
spillway so they didn't go throughthe turbines. However, if water goes over the spillways it
doesn't generate power so that is a cost that meant there would be less hydropower for
Bonneville to market and get revenues for. 2) The other big measure was to look at upper basin
facilities: Grand Coulee, Libby, Dworchak in Idaho, and of course Hungry Horse, and say; if
there was more water when juvenile fish are migrating downstream we could improve their
conditions and improve their survival. So bottom line, the Corp and Reclamation working with
NOAA basically reconfigured how they operated these storage facilities in order to provide flow
augmentation for salmon downstream. The bottom line for Hungry Horse and Libby is that a
significant portion of the storage behind those facilities is now reserved to be sent down the river
to be in the river where the fish are migrating at key times of their migration, so even through
salmon could never come this high in the basin and could not come above Grand Coulee, the
federal facilities in the upper basin are looked to, to provide water for flow augmentation. The
ESA listings brought in new players: Idaho, Washingtonand Oregon which manage their
respective fisheries resources and include the management of anadromous fish resources. Those
three states have a high interest in how the federal government is managing its dams. Tribes in
the basin - there are Tribes in the lower part of the basin have a treaty very similar to the CSKT
treaty that reserves to them the right to fish and hunt offReservation. Through other litigation,
they had been reserved a set amount of the harvest of fish that come up the Columbia River. The
four Tribes that have treaty fishing rights are Warm Springs, Umatilla in Oregon, Yakama in
Washington andNez Perce in Idaho. They collectivelyseek to also manage fishery resources in
the basin both for harvest and recovery. There are several environmental groups whose primary
mission is to improve rivers and fishery resources. So with all of those interestsand activities
there is litigation.The litigation in the early 90s was brought by Governor Anders in Idaho who
felt federal agencies - the Corp, the BOR and Bonneville Power - weren't doing enough for fish.
A federal judge agreed and they redid the Biological Opinion in the mid 1990s. At that point
even more flow augmentation was dedicated to come from Grand Coulee and Hungry Horse.
Those plans got them to the early 2000s whenat that point the Biological Opinions had expired
and the new ones were found to be inadequate - one was done in 2000 and 2003 which Judge
Redden of Oregon district court found to be inadequate. They finished one in 2004 and found out
that from his perspective it was very inadequate and the federal agencies were orderedto redo it



and redo it in collaboration with states and Tribes. Mr. Measure and others have had the occasion
to enter into those collaborative discussions which lasted about 2 years. The collaboration
allowedthe governments in the basin to focus on each respective government'sinterest; to bring
it to the table; to try to get a collaborative approach as to how federal dams should be operated.
Theyweren't 100%successful but several tribesand statesare supporting the new biological
opinion whichwas issued earlier this year. Those whodon't support it haveevoked it and they
are again in litigation. Through the collaboration Montana has a moreactive voice as to how
Hungry Horse would be operated. If thisbiological opinion survives the litigation it willbe the
planfor the next 10 years. It is theplanthey areevaluating (they'vebrought in all the conditions
that were in the Biological Opinion) whether HungryHorse canbe a resource for this settlement
and also not disrupt all the arrangements they made in the Biological Opinionfor how Hungry
Horse would be operated.

Therewas a question regarding the natural flow out of Hungry Horse —Duane said it is a
substantial amount of Hungry Horse around 1 million per peak. The Tribal component was
130,000. What is the projection of drawdown? Duanesaid they are talkingabout drawing it
down to a certain elevation (3550) by a certain date - the end of September. In 20% dry years it
would be drawn down to 3540. It isn't set in specific acre-feet. The goal is to factor in flood
control and then have the elevation ofHungry Horse up to a certain level, basically full, by June.
In June through August or Septemberit is drawn down and the water is released from Hungry
Horse and sent down the system to release below Grand Coulee for fish flows. It is a significant
amount. They are talkingabouttakingthat operationbeing a givenand then seeingwhat
additional waters could be used from Hungry Horse.

Susan Cottinghamasked Duaneto address Montanafish issues. Duanesaid they see in the upper
basin that it's importantthat there is an ESA; andromous fish are listed; it's importantthat they
work toward their recoverybut at the expenseof resident fish has been a key conflict that
actually the collaboration hadthepastcouple years andgave them an opportunity to address that
they also need to protect local fish suchas bull trout. There is an operation and Biological
Opinion for bull trout at Hungry Horse. In some of the information they provide for nextmonth

Chris asked the other parties to open the floor to public questions regardingHungry Horse.

Bruce Measure, NW Power Planning Council, asked to clear up the issue of Hungry Horse
operation andwhat they are proposing for thenext operating season. Theflood control
operations require thatthey save asmuch water as possible inApril andMay, upto the end of
June .. .beginning July 1they start putting water down the river as quickly as they canostensibly
to provide flows and spill for anadromous fish and in thepasthas required thetop twenty feet of
thepool by the endof August. In themost recent biological opinion Montana withothers argued
theythink it is a poor operating forthe fish andreservoirs andrivers andthey were able to secure
a position where in allbutthe20% driest years- they would be able to reduce thepoolby 10feet
and only by the end of September, not bythe end of August. That is one of the issuesstill in
contentionand there were a number of plaintiffs in the previous Biological Opinionsuit
including four of the thelower river Tribes (Umatilla, Warm Springs, NezPerce and Yakama).
Three of those Tribes have sinceagreed to the new Biological Opinion. The Nez Perce Tribehas
not. 43:09



Duane explained how the parties are aligned in litigation and to tie into Bruce's update, in past
challenges arrayed against the federal agencies were the State of Oregon, many, many
environmental groups, 4 and sometimes one or two other Tribes in the lower basin arguing
against biological opinions. In this collaboration, the alignment is considerablydifferent. Three
of the four Columbia River states are supporting in with Oregon still opposing; three of the four
lower basin Tribes are supporting it; other Tribes have become more active in the litigation; the
Colville Tribes in Washington and CSKT have come back as participants; .. .intervening.. .State
of Montana is active in litigation and Jay has just joined the team and Jay said Montana is an
intervenor; the State of Montana and the Tribes are both in a position of working together.
Washington is increasing is participation in defense of the biology.

Someone asked about the sturgeon which were resident in the Kootenai River and what the Corp
is doing to help the fish. Duane was not active in that; but in general that is another problem, to
seek a balance between downriver fish like salmon and upriver resident fish which need
improvement. Bruce 48.09 fish in Idaho also another part - balance between salmon and
steelhead and because the Kootenai river starts in Canada and flows down to the U.S;; across into
Idaho; that creates another level of complexity; because the water in the Libby storage dam, used
for State purposes* and Hungry Horse in the early winter and middle winter flows for salmon
and steelhead in July and August and they neglected for the most part to provide any flows for
the sturgeon and bull troutin July, August, and September. 49:50. divided waters...shut off
water at end of August.....

Gerald Mueller, facilitator for the Clark River River Basin Task Force very interested in what
happens with Hungry Horse. Caused static in the past by the last legislature appropriating money
to pay the BOR to do a study to determine how the 30,000 acre-feet if it were released would
effect.... So there are two tracks going; the state and the other track is the Task Force - they are
working together They talked about the difference between 20 and 10 foot drawdown; how much
of 120,000 acre-feet would be drawdown? 52:49 Someone said there is 25,000 acre-feet per foot
of drawdown at Hungry Horse. Actually when they run through the BOR modeling should have
those numbers in detail hopefully next month. CSKT and BOR are keeping apprised of
modeling. Hard to hear. 54:06

Someone said the dam obviously created an unnatural setting; so now they are looking at
possibly... .the lower basin will require a certain number of acre-feet ( ) and his question is,
as this comes down setting this unnatural state; after they have flood control and fish and several
players in this; is it going to be a senior right to this water when there is tough times; are there
going to be damages due to impact- because of the requirements down streamwill there be
settlements proposed? Regarding the model, he was wondering if there are other models that
have been considered and will they be pushing this model because ofdollars? Duane said the
model done by BOR and will be reviewed by BPA, the state and the Tribes to assure they were
usingproperassumptions andto improve the chances of it working out and to give thema good
picture. As to impacts or causing other damages they are seeking to take that into account in this
evaluation and the first question is can they do this additional withdrawal from Hungry Horse
without disruptingexistingoperations primarily built into the new biological opinion. If there are
significant impacts they will have to determine whether those impacts can be overcome; or they



are such that it's not a viable solution for Hungry Horse or other water users in the basin.
Because none of the water is contracted for in Hungry Horse they know they aren't impacting
other water users in the basin. He talked about Idaho as an illustration and said a lot of the water
used in Idaho is where they are attempting to operate dams to protect fish that no longer come up
that high. Those facilities haveall theirwater in contract with irrigation or cities; there is very
little flexibility unless someone can rent someone else's space.They don't have that with Hungry
Horse asno third party has a contract with BOR. Now as they go forward with theClark Fork
evaluation there will be interested in the future possibly to secure some of that storage. They at
least avoid that issue at this time. Duane said because there are no contracts, they do not have
seniorwater right issues with Hungry Horse—they have insteadupstreamvs. downstream use of
that storage. Even thoughthe water that is currently dedicated in the existingbio opinionto assist
down river fish isn't a water right per se; it is a federal obligation that has to be met; there are
potential ways to adjust thatobligation butthatwould trigger a lot of big issues. The gentleman
who asked the question said he is tryingto put this into their negotiations; so in negotiations do
they set this aside and earmark this? Duane said that is a good questionfor the entire group.
Good strides in evaluation - At some point they will get to the point where—in these basin-wide
collaborations - to get a less onerous andbetter operation of HungryHorse from the
regional/Montana perspective. A question willarise that there may be some additional control of
Hungry Horse that goes below that....this is what themodel will help them sortout...fisheries
pointof view or flood control pointof viewMontana would have to evaluate that - 1:02 There is
also the issue if a certain amount of water is viable to the settlement - security to the Tribe. They
have done that in many other settlements - used Reclamationstorage water for the Tribes. The
gentleman said he doesnot see this being settled in the sunset time left. ChrissaidJay is dying to
show his diagram.... 1:04
Bruce said, with respect to the BOR and the ESA - take a look at the handout on the Organic
Act, the primarypurpose is for it to be utilized for Montana - look at the primacycause better
uses for the State of Montana and the Tribes.

Rhonda said 1:05 on work we did, and again in negotiations mentioned by the gentleman from
Reclamation and when we got into negotiations, about Montana's operations overall, initiallyit
was put on the table - we made sure that working groupsso Tribe had equal vote in
process... people ...first time Tribe andMontana had a voice. Previous to that...several
organizations theyworked realhard to getwhere theyare- water andoperations in Libby would
.. .in this region.. .never identified at that point whetherit was state or Tribal or a joint effortand
now that included in the bylaws the turn around and a big piece of work.. .secondly involves in
theirprogram process right now coming up....right nowcurrent yearSo I thinkweare in a
betterpositioncoming up the Columbia, water rights misconception on a lot of people thatwhen
they got onto that council that there were treatytribes- doesn't knowwhichtribes theywere
....there are tribes with the same treaty - the lower Columbia Tribes and Kootenai was very
active as was mentioned - now our tribe is getting involved in that situation... One thing that
help neutralize the problems that came out of the negotiations on that report is that
Tribes have now agreedto workwith.. .Nez Perce in Oregonwantedto point that out that
theyat leastat this point have better access to the operation of the water in Montana .. .andwhat
they used....ourscience - council used thewater operations andthey came to theconclusion that
it was so minimal that they couldn't evencome up with a water amount.... one ESA fish listed



that is more important than another ....more money that will come from a lot of different sources
... .come to a balance hopefully will help negotiations.

Chris thanked Rhonda and the others for being there and providing more information about
Hungry Horse. He said Jay would explain how Hungry Horse fit together with the other issues in
the negotiations.

Jay Weiner said the slide he put together touches on how the pieces of the water rights
settlement, what they are and how they fit together (ATTACHMENT ), and then from a
timing and tactic perspectivehow they fit. The graphic shows what he sees as the critical pieces
of the compact: quantification of the Tribes senior water rights and the scheme for how they will
be administered. The proposal that the Tribes made to the State ...the administration piece will
be written up in the compact itself and then there is the ordinance which is a draft the Tribes
prepared for the State to respond to with comments. So the compact has two critical pieces:
quantification of senior rights and the administration of the water right; supplied in the
ordinance. How Hungry Horse fits in is one of the critical questions. Whether they get access to
additional water for the settlement and how that water would actually be used to facilitate the
settlement are two questions in context with Hungry Horse. Hopefully by next month they will
have model results from BOR to look at quantifies ofwater that might be available and when it
might be availableas the timing of a drawdown is one of the things they will focus on as to when
they can get their hands on Hungry Horse water and that will help impact the discussion of what
it can be used for in context of the settlement. Hungry Horse, as Duane, Bruce and Rhonda
covered ties into local operationof the entire Columbia River system and the litigation on
Montana's end and as Gerald pointed out it also ties into the Clark Fork Task Force and DNRC
effort to get additional mitigationwater for Western Montana. Mitigation water is the result of a
a Montana court decision talking about the interrelationship between surface and ground water.
When the parties get to a compact it will need to be approved by the state legislature, the Tribes
and Congress, which will probably include a large amount of funding and authorization for the
use of Hungry Horse which is part of the compact ratification legislation. There is the question
the Steven's treaty Tribes have put forward and certainly have the right to off-reservation water
use particularly for hunting and fishingclaims. The Compact Commissionhas not dealt with the
off-reservation issues before and are not quite sure how they will be dealt with in the context of
compact negotiations, but they recognize that the resolution of the Tribe's off-reservation claims
is not a critical component of the settlement. So - they have quantificationof on-reservation
claims; administration of on-reservation water use; the off-reservation claims; the
interrelationship with Hungry Horse. Then on the left hand side of the chart they have the issues
that relate to the irrigation project. Right now there are ongoing discussions regarding the
transfer of the managementof that irrigation project from BIA control to a cooperative
management entity comprised ofrepresentatives of the Tribes and theFlathead Joint Board of
Control. Those discussions are going on independently of the compact negotiations; however, the
Project is the largest consumptive user on the Reservation. How the water right for the Project
and how it is managed and administered is an issue which is going to interfacewith the compact.
Whethera Project water right is quantified in the compactor separately is something they will
need to discuss but it is certainlyan issuethey need to look at; how the management inside the
Project relates to the overarching management of water on the Reservation and the compact and



the ordinance is something else that needs to be looked at. That is another set of issues relating to
the negotiations but similarto HungryHorse and the operation of the ColumbiaRiver system
also has a life of its own. The joint legal and technical groups have discussed in previous
meetings and the critical thing the Tribe's have proposed to us and that we are engaging with is
how do they go about coming up witha practical water management system; one that recognizes
the significant senior right the Tribe's have and the Tribe's desire to protectand enhance
instream flows that also satisfies a very important point to the State which they appreciate the
Tribe's have recognized, is the protection of existing the water users. The joint technical group
has been looking at using flow data the Tribeshave sharedwith the State to look at the flow data
to figure out in a scientific method whatuses on the reservation are and how to use flow
information to create an administration scheme that provides legal protection and provides
practical management scenario to be administered by watermanagement board; waterengineer
and ditch riders and how all that fits in. They have had really good meetings and have recently
received more flow data from the Tribes on the Mission and Little Bitterroot in addition to the
work on the Jocko. The technical group continues to work on refining on what they can do with
that technical data so they can comeup collectively with what they hope will be a practical
management plan. That management plan would likely be used to informboth how they go

1:17three quantification in thecompact and also howthat waterrighton the Reservation
would get goes backto the interface with the Tribal ordinance. If the
compacts they have done withother Tribes in Montana, eachvaried, but have general uniformity
in their drafting. Definitions are Article II; Article III is quantification and Article IV is generally
administration. The take-away from this is that there are a lot ofmoving parts and they need to
figure out how to get the pieces together.

ChairmanSteele said he appreciated Jay and his visualhelp and he'd like to take it with him to
get peopleto supportan extension of thesunsetof the Commission. Someone notedthat Jay said
this is a unique situationand he is assuming that's why this is the last Reservation and they want
to get it right. Just, any stretch of the imagination shows there is a lot on the table and theymay
have to concede to some kind of an extension. He didn't want to put Jay on the spot but looking
at the scenario they have to be realistic because they do want to get it done. There are a lot of
questionsand it's not that easy. It has been stagnantbut now they are at the table and they are
moving forward. 1:21

4. Discussion of Unitary Management Proposal

Clayton Matt said the CSKT provided the Stateand the U.S. and the public with the Tribe's
latest draft version 8 or 10 weeks ago, and last month they were expecting comments and the
State needed more time so they are here today to hear from the State. The Tribe and U.S.
received the State comments Tuesday afternoon and they clearly haven't had time to look at
them. Theywill be looking at them andcoming up with a strategy and time frame for giving
their comments. He said he would look forward to the State's overview. Chris thanked the
Tribal council for the time and effort putting the proposal together and evaluating things in it and

ourefforts to work with theState agencies as well little bitof time to finish buthe is
suretheycan move forward. Clayton said it wasclearthe State is stilldoing some review andso
there wouldn't be a big reaction yet. Chris said Jay would explainthe process they have been
going through the past several months.



Jay said it is clear they are trying to do something different than they have done on prior
compacts; previous compacts incorporated dual administration and they are now working on
joint administration. One of the reasons they are moving at the pace where they will take the
time to look at thing is that this is something different; they are committed to engage with the
Tribe's proposal and trying to find ways to make it work if they can but it raises a lot of
questions for them as to how some of these things will work as there is no ready-made template
for it. As they look at this they go back to first principles, saying they will build a water
administration system and how will it work both in principle and how will those principlesbe
implemented in practice. Those are different and interrelated steps.There is a comment that they
are still working with DNRC's water resources division who are still looking at the portions of
the ordinance dealing with the practicalportion of the implementation. One of the reasons for
that is that DNRC has a lot of experience implementing state law, some positive, some negative.
It is an opportunity to build something new and taking more time to come back with more
practical comments in chapterstwo and four of the Ordinance, they provide micro coniments and
are still trying to get a clear vision Ofthe macro level to get a clear vision that they can really talk
about how this can work in practice. The theory, the joint administrative system that protects the
existing users and the Tribe's senior right on the reservation they like; —the question is how they
make up for it in practice and that is a complicated thing yet the complication is reflectedin the
Tribe's ordinance and in many of the questions the State has asked. As Rhonda said in July when
it was presented as a first draft - this is a work in progress. That is the context in which their
comments generally need to be understood. They have significant micro comments: multiple
definitions; terms used inconsistently, those types of mechanical things, but the bigger picture of
how to make it work, is something that DNRC is spending a significant staff resource on rather
than just saying it won't work and sending it back. One of the more complicating matters
regarding administering the water rights in practice is related to with how the water rights are
defined. The Level 1 hydrographs need to be further refined during the course of work the joint
technical team is doing. There is interrelationshipbetween the work that needs to go forward on
a technical level which goes into the guts of the compact in terms of the water rights
quantification and administration scheme which the ordinance will then cover. They aren't doing
any of them in a vacuum. They can't move one piece at a time. Many comments say we don't
know how something will work but that's not to say they won't work. They need to work
through internally and have discussions with a negotiatingteam to bring them back together in a
package. That is an overview that led to comments and hopefully the spirit in which they will be
received. The next step he would encourage is for the lawyers to set down and look at where to
take it based on the comments so far then as DNRC and the Commission are able to refine
coniments they can do those as well...so that they move all the individualpieces they will have a
product. 1:31

Duane said the federal team with receipt of State coniments they plan to get up to speed on that
whole set of materials; they don't expect the level of input the State has.. .he appreciatesand
understands Jay's points- think theyare at a state they shouldhave the attorney's sit downin a
couple sessons.

Clayton asked if they have any more comments they can make for the negotiating team to
understand and for the membership? Jay said the overarching comment is that they appreciate



the amount ofwork the Tribes put in and they are committed to trying to find a way to make the
Tribe's proposal work; that is their goal the comments are geared toward that and about ways it
can be approved. They don't have the materials for the public to go through line by line right
now; certainly it's a public document. Clayton asked if they intend to make the draft with their
comments available to the public. Jay said under Montana state law it is public. Clayton said the
original draft presented is on their website and they could offer to put this on the website. Jay
said they can talk about how to make the heavily redlined document available to the public as it
is not very user friendly. Claytonsaid they want to offer to make it available and Jay said the
Commission could also put it on their website. Jay stressed that this is very much a work in
progress. John Carter said he would need at least a month to go through coniments and suggests
that the lawyers and anyone else who wants to and they should set a date to go over it.

Susan asked if anyone else from the table had comments about this document (Chris had stepped
out).

6. Other Technical/Legal Items for Discussion

Clayton said he understands that the Statewill go over one of the technical items and then
remind other of the over view.

Stan Jones went over the technical work going on in between negotiating sessions. He noted that
the canal seepage study is just one part of what the joint technical team has been working on but
it is somethingthey can explain with a shortpresentation. They have been preparing for it this
year and would implement it next irrigation season. It has benefits both pre compact and post
compact as far as the implementation of the compact goes. The objectives are to characterize
seepage losses on several of the canals and laterals on the Project. This will be a supplemental to
the data collection the Tribe has for the purpose ofhelping to characterize the water lost. They
will identify opportunities for water savings, and as a very big benefit of helping the State to be
familiar with canal operations and how things work on the Project. The procedure is to measure
the flow in and out of 10 or 15 reaches around the Project and the difference between inflow and
outflow is the water loss of canal seepage. It sound simple but it gets very complicated. They had
to go out there this year and identify reaches which is a segment or length ofa canal and has to
be long enough to whereyou can actually see the lossesand because there is a certainamount of
error in the measurements. There is a lot of inflow and turnouts within ever mile of canal. They
also try to identify places with easieraccess. They have not done any on the Camusyet but have
done some on the Mission and the Jocko. He showed examples on the K Canal in the Jocko and
one of the laterals is the K14 lateral and each of those has turnouts to be measured. The
procedure they use to measure is a flume or weiror if they don't have those theyuse a flow
meter which indicates the flow. He showed how a stream is divided into segments and the
velocity of points measured. Theyalsohave to go to every turnoutand if there is no measuring
device in place they have to do the sameprocedure in every turnout. They are also planning to
put in continuous recording water sensors which are electronic devices. They areput inside a
small pipe withholes anda staffgage onthe outside that is driven intothe bottom of thecanal.
They may be working onputting these in this fall - anytime the ground is not frozen - sothe
study is ready to go next spring. Turnouts are common so they will install flumes or weirs in
some of the locations; where weirs already exist they find a few will need to be upgraded. He



showed photos of these already installedand said they are a simple way of measuring flows. The
schedule is that during this irrigation season they have been working on site selection and design
and a little pilot data collection. They sawpretty considerable losses in one site and in another
canal there was very little loss and that is kind ofwhat they expect; also during the rate of
irrigationseason the rate of seepage loss will vary and they want to capture that data. This fall
they will do site set up and put in measuring devicesand will also enter into a contractto collect
the data next year. During the 2009 irrigation season they will do collection then they will do
analysis. He thanked the peoplefrom theproject for taking them aroundand for helpingsite
selection.

Chris asked if anyone had questions. Someone asked if this was purely seepage loss or if it takes
into consideration plusses or minuses of the effect on groundwater. Stan said there will be
information they will be able to infer regarding groundwater, potential effects on wells and
wetlands in addition to seepage losses. It will give some idea of the losses and how they might
affect other uses. It was asked why the seepage would vary? Stan explained it depends on the
types of soils it is flowing through as to whether it will seep a lot or not. It also has to do with
past management- it might look like there is gravel on the bottom but underneath it might have
clay that prevents it from leaking. It can vary depending on the season as well; one spot can vary
month to month, for example more when water is first put in it can be soaked up rapidly; also it
can relate to consumptive uses later in the year by cottonwoods and willows type vegetation
along the canal. The problem with something like this is it is pretty site specific but by looking
they can better understand the processes involved and how it might affect groundwaterand wells
and also investments in the future for Project improvements. Terry asked a question
regarding if they sealed all the canals, it very well could have an impact on wetlands, and other
settings; it is going to an issue. Jay said one of the reasons they are interested in doing with the
canal seepage study as focused on in negotiations is that the water on the reservation serves
many uses as it possiblycan and someof the things they have talked about are improved
efficiencies, but they want to make sure they don't do something with a lot of unintended
consequences for example, there are wetlands with value and they don't want to dry those up;
there is return flow that diverted, might give better irrigation use but might change some other
use due to less return flows later which changes the pattern of water distribution. There are all
kinds of things they need to attend to so they are making the kinds of decisions they collectively
need to make to figure out how water allocationis going to work; to figure out how they will
move from existing conditionsto futurebetterment conditions to satisfy the Tribe's desire for
instream flows and other uses* Chris responded that in answer to the question about the
interactionbetween canal seepage and the wetlands and things like that, they are in a situation of
"first do no harm" - clearly before they take a position they want to know what the relationship
is regardthe cultural and regional settings don't get impacted by the canals, and so that is
something hydrologists have to study, forexample, how muchof a wetland comes from seepage
in the canals, once they k now that they can at least understand better.(l :52)

Clayton said the presentation andthe questions showthat the study is important to the settlement
discussions and future management discussions. In the latest settlementdiscussions they can't
help but point out that the study won't becompleted on the ground until 2009 and that is
additional information that they will be bringing to the governor's office and legislatureas
justification for extending.



Seth Makepeace provided a summary of the technical work. The way he thinks of it as a
hydrologist is as a piece of the waterbudgeton the Reservation. The Tribesover the last 30 years
have invested their resources understanding their water resources on the Reservation; all surface
and groundwater budgets and studies have only scratched the surface of the canal seepage. They
have miscellaneous information that indicates that canal seepage is a significant piece ofboth
surface water budget and groundwaterbudget and the wetland and riparian area water budget.
The State is providing a real contribution oftechnical work and it will become input into the
surface water modeling tools and the groundwater tools the Tribes are investing heavily into. He
encourages the State team to chime in. He thought the meeting 10 days ago in Helena was pretty
productiveand they covereda lot of groundin quantification; watermanagement issues being
intertwined with the unitary managementordinance. He'll talk about the next step for them on
the Hungry Horse model. The Tribesput forth a conceptual idea of a level 1 hydrograph that
protects existing uses, one of the primeuses being instream flow. They put that forward and are
continuing to work ortthat. It complicates the management of water because seasonable variably
of flow requires the management side to achieve the variable flow through the year. Instream
flow was something the Tribe's fought for and will be in the quantification. They are talking
about water management and the unitaryordinance- they hear there has to be certainty in the
quantification numbers. The Stateis doing a lot of work using Tribal data and they are working
productively. They summarized in the meeting that a set of watermanagement rules have to
reflect year to year variability which is trick of itself. They have to reflect a peak flow magnitude
of duration in streams that have that. It is spring flow runoff and has a lot of habitat, cultural and
ecologicalattributes and is another tenantthey want to see achieved. Then there needsto be a
method to account for surplus and deficit within years and between years. If they set a
quantification target and set of rules andthen give more water to irrigators or Tribesthan is
envisioned, there needs to be a track and balance of that within years and between years. This is
a way to deal with uncertainty; if they make a mistake. Also, sharingwaterduring extended
droughts and how do they do that? That came out as part of the minimal set of water
management rules that need to come forward. Initially, in the Jocko basin the Tribes proposed
over 60 quantification points to be protectedon the Reservation. That is a lot of points and it
scares water managers becauseyou have to monitor and achieve complianceat that point. They
now have a concept of primary and secondary points which are key water managementpoints so
they have a hierarchy built in if they aren't done right at the primary node they will be done right
at the secondary point. That was the minimumset they felt needed to go with the water
management rules. Regarding Hungry Horse, they are very much looking forward to the BOR
modeling team sending an interactive tool to lookat the model from 1929 to the current period.
Then they will be able to pose good questions.

Duane said he appreciates the Stateand the Tribe bringing togetherall the interestedcomponents
of their governments.

Chris opened the next agenda item.

7. Question and Answer Period 2:06



Rory Horning....... primarily at this point Article IV of the compact - ongoing negotiations, with
regards to the management of water, in the constitution, the state manages the water. Where is
the constitutionality coming in as to how this management system will fit and how will they deal
with the constitutionality. Chris Tweeten said the constitution doesn't say that; the constitution
says that the water owned by the state for the benefit of the people and obviously The
constitution doesn't say anything about management and the legislature decides how the water in
the state will be managed. The compact will put a proposal before the legislature that will
contain a piece saying how the water will be managed; and what authority will decide whether
the unitary management or something else will be appropriate to manage the water. As a lawyer
it is his duty to make sure the constitution is there. Rory said he meant that it is the state's
responsibility to manage it for all the citizens and are they going to turn it over to someone else?
Chris said they haven't reached agreement on what it will look like and as a lawyer it is his
opinion that the legislature has the authority to come to agreement with the tribes as to how to
manage the water and that is what they are trying to do.

Nancy , from the city of Poison. She and her husband own property that shares a well with
adjacent property owners; it is not registered in the county court house. She doesn't know what
recourse they have at this point, knowing about negotiations going on. Chris passed the question
to Jay, who explained they should first check with the DNRC Regional Office in Kalispell to
make sure it's not filed there as everything was not filed in the courthouse•, particularly post-1973
would have been filed in the adjudication. In terms of how they propose to deal with those wells
that are out there that were drilled after the State lost the ability to permit new wells on the
Reservation, they have worked very closely trying to create what they are calling in the draft
ordinance the amnesty filing to recognize the wells for those people who attempted to file to the
best of their ability and those who drilled wells and lodged notice of completion with DNRC
which DNRC was not allowed by the state Supreme Court to process and to get those wells
recorded with the priority date ofdevelopment of the well, but to also have an amnesty filing
period of a certain amount of time to allow people to come and have wells registered because
they are uses on the ground, and those would have a priority date of the amnesty period. There
would be a process to register and bring into the system all of those uses that actually exist. It is
not anyone's goal to cut people'off from their wells. For management purposes they want them
to be registered so management knows what they are. Clayton said Jay's answer was good as to
starting with checking with DNRC records; and also to go through the draft ordinance as a
proposal and consider for individuals who haven't filed and also look at relative
to 2:13 can't hear him.

here representing himself; following for a long time; appreciate the coniments; he is sure
somebody here other people here serving. I was a Project water user....can't hear 2:14
word user - he is a citizen who is concerned and have been for a long time. Every time a group
like this gets together somebody wins and loses. He sees why looking at this graphic. There
should be another block up there that says citizen users and no one represents him. Hardly
anybody knows about this meeting and what it is. The remedy for that is that people should be
more broadly informed, especially those who are more directly affected. Some organizations
have something they call information and education and assign that as a responsibility to
somebody. ...when all this comes together and goes back to the legislature... .most of us aren't
going to be informed. A short time and they are not informed. His question is, is there a part of



this compact commission assigned the responsibility of informing the public = right now you
aren't doing a very good job. Susan said he made some good points. She explained that these are
very complicated negotiations and by the time something goes to the legislature there will be an
opportunity to comment. They have a 600-700 mailing list. They will have public meetings
before this goes to the legislature and are still looking at some other public education. The
Hungry Horse thing is an example. In all their other compacts they have quite a few public
meetings. They could try to get some broad information to the public. It is difficult because you
want to get information to the public but at this point they don't even have final outlines to bring
forward. Before the legislature there will be public meetings noticed in the papers; and there will
be briefings with local legislators. If anyone wants to get on the mailing list they can be added to
it as well. Clayton said these negotiations have been going on for a long time and they are all
public; those are advertised. In addition the Tribal government has been having meetings for its
tribal membership. In the current situation they are also working on a website to publish - they
have the official Tribal website on which the current proposal is available now but they are
developing a more comprehensive water rights information website to provide background; more
general public information as well as the documents. That will be available within the next
month they hope, for anyone with access to the internet. People are welcome to Contact the
negotiating parties and have comments heard in between the meetings as well. With regards to
the boxes and chart, he said early on the Tribal council recognized all the existing users on the
Reservation and included in the proposal recognition and protection of existing users on the
Reservation. That is a lot of the process they are going through to identify the existing Tribal
users on the Reservation and the uses that were uses filed as state based uses. They are going
through a very expensive process to recognize and protect those uses. That is also associated
with some of the technical work they are doing. They 2:21 can't hear Chris added that it is not
anybody's intention to reach a compact in respect to the seepage study and associated
groundwater and wetlands, it is not going to be anybody's intention here to do anything that will
affect water rights in the Flathead River which is a tremendous resource to the Tribes and to the
State and its people. He said they are certainly cognizant of that fact as they move ahead in the
negotiations.

Chairman James Steele 2:23




